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Yale Aerial Manipulator Systems.

Yale Aerial Manipulator Interacting with an Object.

I. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are rapidly evolving
into capable mobility platforms that manoeuver, navigate and
survey with much autonomy. However, UAVs ‘look, but don’t
touch’, avoiding contact with their surroundings. A natural
progression is to increase their scope beyond observation to
include interaction with objects. Rotorcraft, in particular, could
hover over objects in order to manipulate them (Fig. 1).
Robust object retrieval and deposition capabilities are compelling for aerial vehicles because of their unique abilities —
fast traversal of impassible terrain, movement around 3D environments and unlimited vertical workspace. This has numerous
applications including object retrieval, intelligence gathering,
explosives disposal and courier services. Numerous shortrange vehicles could be linked through automated transfer
points to form ‘pony express’ networks for rapidly transporting
payloads long distances without human intervention.
Aerial payload retrieval is not new: early aviators used
long hooks to snare mail sacks on the ground as the aircraft
passed overhead [1], allowing towns lacking an airstrip to send
airmail. In the 1950s the Fulton skyhook was developed by the
CIA for retrieving packages and personnel in the field [2]. The
system consists of a balloon tethered to the payload. As the
retrieving aircraft flies into the tether, a special prong mounted
to the nose snags the line, drawing the payload up into the
fuselage slipstream for recovery.
Previous helicopter UAV payload acquisition efforts have
employed mechanisms such as poles with magnets to attract
ferrous objects [3], [4], and hooks to snag object-mounted
hoops [5]. However, such methods rely on structured targets to
simplify the task, limiting their utility. We aim to demonstrate
generalized retrieval and transport of unstructured objects.

II. O BJECTIVES
We are developing the Yale Aerial Manipulator, a robot
helicopter integrated with a gripper, to hold and transport
objects (Fig. 2). Capturing an object with a helicopter UAV
poses challenges due to the precise hover positioning needed
to grasp a target with a conventional gripper, and the inherent
instability of helicopters.
Small UAVs are sensitive to gusts and disturbances during
hover which makes maintaining a single position difficult.
Typical UAV station-keeping accuracy is tens of centimetres;
the Rotomotion SR-100 UAV has a reported 200 mm positionkeeping accuracy [5]. Common positioning methods used by
UAVs, such as GPS, are not yet accurate enough to place the
helicopter within the very small bounds required for precise
manipulation with rigid grippers. The amount of positional
error a typical end-effector may tolerate in order to capture
an object is significantly smaller than such an aircraft can
accommodate; misalignment of the gripper by as little as
3 mm can lead to failed grasps and large contact forces. As
helicopters are inherently unstable, such forces can potentially
destabilize the aircraft, leading to a crash.
Our approach is to use a compliant, underactuated gripper
based on the SDM Hand [6] (Fig. 3). The characteristics of
the design — open-loop adaptive grasping, wide finger span,
insensitivity to positional error up to 15 cm — closely match
the challenges of the task. The compliance in the grasping
mechanism makes this problem tractable by decoupling the
motion of the aircraft from the object and preventing transmitted forces from destabilizing the vehicle [7]. Underactuation in
the gripper allows for adaptivity in finger joint configuration,
with grasps conforming to the surfaces of irregular objects,
producing more robust grips.
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Flight Trajectory for Capture.

III. R ESULTS AND A PPLICATIONS
The Yale Aerial Manipulator consists of a T-Rex 600 ESP
radio control helicopter (4.3 kg, 1.5 m rotor), with a compliant
gripper module mounted ventrally between the skids. The
skids retract, allowing the gripper unobstructed access to
objects on the ground (Fig. 4). The aircraft is stabilized with
a Helicommand flight controller incorporating atmospheric
pressure and optical height above ground sensors and lateral
motion optical sensors for stabilizing altitude and position.
A Microstrain 3DM-GX3-25 measures flight attitude. The
vehicle can hover autonomously, with trajectory directed by
a human safety pilot.
The proof-of-concept vehicle has been tested for landing
precision and grasping performance for variety of objects
to assess the practicality and robustness of the system. The
process of capturing a target involves approaching an object
and descending over it, hovering over or landing on the object,
grasping it with the gripper and then ascending (Fig. 5).
The aircraft has demonstrated capturing a range of objects
(Fig. 6) including a wood block (700 g, 265 mm), water bottle
(600 g, 220 mm), PVC cylinder (900 g, 390 mm), softball
(160 g, 89 mm), and a weighted tool case (1.45 kg, 335 mm).
Successful grasps were achieved (Fig. 7), even with poor
alignment and finger jamming, and in the presence of 15 mph
winds. The aircraft was not destabilized in any experiment,
even when the gripper erroneously struck objects on approach.
The reliability of the system was high, with some objects being
successfully grasped in 100 per cent of attempts. The least
successful object grasps succeeded in 67 per cent of attempts.
In practice, the payloads transported were limited only by
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Aerial Manipulator with Gear Raised.
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the weight capacity of the vehicle and the physical size of
the gripper. Larger vehicles would be capable of carrying
heavier payloads for greater distances. Crucially, the gripper
does not rely on particular properties of the target object or
high precision sensors for perfect alignment. The compliant,
underactuated gripper technology can be readily adapted for
next-generation UAV systems without demanding integration
of expensive, sophisticated instrument packages.
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